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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All. and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY, HARDING COÜÍíTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1921.

VOLUME XVIII.
DEATH OF MISS MARY
CONNOR.

0'

In the death of Miss Mary
O'Conor, which occured early-las-

SCHOOL BONDS CARRY
LARGE MAJORITY

MERCHANTS ; OF MESA TO
FORM RETAIL CREDIT
v , ASSOCIATION
x

OuiidinS

The different merchants of
the mesa have been figuring
the past several weeks on the
forming of a Retain Credit Association for the whole mesa.
A number of those interested
met the first of the week and
y
considered the subject fery
and discussed its usefulness
from every angle, and after considerable deliberations it was decided to form the Association
within the next few weeks.

t

Saturday morning November 12th., at the Rectory, Father
Vachon has lost a faithful friend
whose untiring zeal he will always remember, and Roy, one of
its' humblest and ablest citizens.
Stricken with a short illness
of a few days, she was for some
reason, known only to the Divinity, hastily called t ostand before
the eternal Judgment Seat, and
her death oomes as a severe
shock to her relatives and many
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James Chrisman brought in
his well drill east Wednesday and
will set it over the city well and
clean out the well preparatory
to placing in several hundi'ed
more feet of well pipe; after this
is done, the well will be given
a severe pumping test of, several days by Water Commissioner
Grunig.

CARD OF THANKS
W. R. Holmes came down town
Wednesday
morning all puffed
heartexpress
our
to
wish
We
all over his face
smile
up
and
a
felt thanks and appreciation to
get out of him
could
we
all
and
the Rev. Father Vachon; Sisters
BOY." Yes he is a
A
was
"IT'
of
members
Dominic;
the
St.
of
Self tells us so
the Alter Society, and all who dandy for Dr. babe are doing
and
and
mother
us
assisted
nrer so kind and
during the illness and death of fine, also grandpa and grandma
Holmes are the
ouv loved sister Miss Mary O'con Russell and
you ever
grandparents
proudest
nor.
saw.
Greatfully.
Miss Margaret O'Connor,
The Misses Gladys Hern and
Mrs Anfia Baker,
Helen Russel are visiting friends
Mr. John O'Connor,
in El Paso this week.
Mr. Joseph O'Connor,

vs
'u,i" "Ieuus ox Vr "V011
smel
enjoy"
ithose ?reserit
There were 418 votes cast at
the election, 7 .were . mutilated , The boys,
assisted by their
and thrown out and 362 were
ady
friends
made all preparhad
cast for the bonds and 49 votes
ations for one of those pleasent
against the bonds.
The issue voted for was $15,-00- 0 evenings we all enjoy so much:
and will be used to complete nothing had been left undone to
the new high school buildiner make the evening a real get towhich is already under roof and gether meeting, and the hospiwhich was to be completed with tality shown by the boys, will
long be remembered by those
the county debentures but since present.
they have gotten into court and
ine evening wcio npru ii liswill not be settled for several
months, the Board thought best tening to music, both piano and
sung were
the songs
to vote additional issue to finish 1vocal, j and
.
i. i. ... . .i
i i. i
the building so school could be tnose uiai inaue one leei-a- nome
ones we like
started in the new building by and they were the all
Games
of
sorts were
o
hear.
the first of the year or near this indulged in
until late in the evendate.
'
Should the debenture question ing and at 10 o'clock a fine
preswas
íuncn
served to tnose
be settled at once, it is probable
on shingles and to which all
that the Board will not Tissue ent
Say when it
more than $5,00 of the issue vot- did ample
ed last Saturday and the balance comes to serving lunches you
will be cancelled as they will not can't beat the American Legion
be needed as. $15,000 with the Boys.
After lunch was served, short
amount now on hand will comwere made by Prof. Hentalks
plete the building.
W. G. Johnson, Homer
dricks,
was
no fighting the
There
Holmes
and Geo. Reherd and
bonds at the election last Saturmusic
and games were nlay- day and those who voted against
ed
until
midnight hour was
the
the issue did so for personal reaall departed to
reached
when
sons, but not because they were
various
heir
homes
wishing that'.
against good schools or educa
Legion
American
would have
the
tion.
i.1
1.
:.. - .
The assessed valuation of Roy fT
District is $650,000 and the two'tha" they have been held in the
building
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from Home Service Exhibit of the American Red Crosa at th
Red Croat Convention in Columbus, Ohio, In October.

National

I

J JAUPERT,

COUNTY

MAYOR OF LAS VEGAS
PASSED AWAY LAST
WEDNESDAY

ARMIS- -

1

TICE DAY CELEBRATION

school building does not bond the
HEIMANN BAKER,
district to the full limit as allowed by taw as a great many
Th Harding County Armistice thought
A very pretty wedding was
before the election, but
Robert J. Taunert a
Day Celebration held at Mills
solemnized
at the St. Georges .
business man and
of last Friday was one of the Big still leaves a lee way of nearly Church last Wednesday morning
' .1..
11
Hast Las Vegas passed away Gala Dayi events f the Mesa. $L000.
T'
T" 11
T
L ILr
The School Board is highly! H?"," " ?
last Wednesday aiter a few days Sevtral hundred people from all
"
pleased
the results of
, Vtqs 01
illness with pneumonia.
,
parts of the County- - began to election with
,
i. iiii lis. jii;ihuiii
1'iiVi.ninuii.y
iii.
and have made all the
Mr. Taunert was a Drominent gather emiy m the moraing and
of east of Roy and Miss Marie
jeweler' and. ODtometrist
of by J& 'dock when the program necessary arrangements for the Baker of the Rock Springmetgn4- immediate sale of the bonds. Iborhood- .the San Miguel Co. Capital and was Vtai-tethe large' Mills Thea
had many acquaintances and tre was crowded and many could They have received fifteen or The wedding took place at S
twenty inquires from dif femt
friends in Roy.
not gain admittence. The morno'clock and was witnessed by n
The funeral was held from the ing program opened at 10 o'clock bonding companies regarding the number of relatives and friends
family home Saturday .afternoon sharp with a prayer offered by bonds, and they expect to realize of the bride and groom
and was one of the largest at- Mrs. Morris, than a song by the near par out of the sale of the
The bride Mrs. Heimann ia
tended funerals ever held in that Mills J hgh School followed by an bonds.
eldest daughter of Mr. and
the
With the funds that will now be
town.
address of welcome: by CoL Geo. available, there is every reason Mrs. M N. Baker of south of
town and comes from one of the
Cochrane which was filled with
ARRIVES WITH IMMIGRANT !?ood common sense and made to believe that school will be best known families of the mesa,
started in the new building im and is a young lady of accomCAR
all present: feel that they were mediately
after the holidays plishments and worthy of the
n:ore thai, welcome at the celewhich will be a great help to tne
adAfter the welcome
M. A. Wiesdorfer, son of John bration.
schools as the enrollment is
Wiesdorfer of southeast of town dress some fine selections were climbing up Cowards the 400 as her life's partner. She has
arrived in Roy Tuesday with an fiven by the Mills: Orchestra mark and it is almost impossible spent the greater part of her life
immigrant car loaded with a fine which made everyone' glad that to handle this large number in on the mesa and has been a
the Rock Springs and the
bunch of live stock farm machin- they had thrown off the cares the facilities now available.
Roy
Schools.
ery and household goods. Mr. and worries of the farm and
It will probably be necessary The groom, Mr. Iliemann, is
Wiesdorfer is from central Kan- hoiiie.. And; then- an eloquent, ad- to add another teacher immedisas and is a good farmer and the dress by D. K. Saddler of Raton ately after the holidays, as the one of the best known young
kind we need to till the fertile filled everyone with patriotism first two grades have about 125 men of Harding County, having
fields of the mesa. Mr. Weisdor-fe- r and which also gave those pres- or more pupils at present and been raised on a ranch near Albert and later homesteading a- -'
has not yet located perma- ent a higher conception of the more stalling every week.
Ameri12 miles southeast of Roy.
by
work
being
our
done
nently but will do so in a few
The census of the Roy Dis- bout
He
one of the young men of
is
days and in the mean time he can Legion boys.
trict shows 546 pupils between
and his family are stopping at After this fine address the the ages of 5 and 21 and this is the mesa who has made good
cattleMills Orchestra again entertainhis fathers home.
more than one fourth of all the both as a fanner and a'
ed the audience and this was fol- pupils of the county and it will man and already has a nice litlowed by an address "Our Amer- tax the seating capacity of the tle home all arranged where the
A CORRECTION
ican Spirit" by Mr. Geo. Reherd new building to .care for the pu- - happy couple will make their
home. ...
of Mills a veteran of both the pils within another year or two.
w
The lineotype operator mis- Spanish American and the late
AfteP..e
to
Wefes
wishes
School
Board
The
took the word thirteen for the World War. ;The adderss iwas
in
who
all
assisted
thoes
thank
thirteenth i$ setting up the Sha-y- a veil received by the audience and getting
a,
the voters to the polls m
Sale write up last week. The was one filled with patriotism
WM
good
on
work
did
they
and
the
date for the closing of this popu- and good wholesome advice. He
yourinterest & ?.
L
lar sale is November 30th and praised the . American Legion election
shown in the election shows you
not the 13th as reported in last beys and all
men for Appreciate
the work they are friends.
yeeks paper. ' New goods are their brotherly spirit shown
lllllCtli.il
fl4.
JJi. .Ml 4&U
doing.
arriving daily and large crowds since the close of the World-Warmake their future home on the
groom's ranch near the top of
continue to attend the sale daily,
The Salute vto v"Our Soldier
PROGRAM the Albert Hill and at which
and Mr. Sraya reports that he is. Dead" given by the Legion Boys, THANKSGIVING
more than pleased with the re- assisted i by the whole audience
place they will be at home; to
sults of the sale to date. Don't was great and showed true
The Baptist Sunday School; their many friends oh and after
forget the closing date NOVEM Reverence for those who gave Auxiliary Class are going to. put December 1st.
n
BER 30th.
extends
their all that the world might on a Thanksgiving Program at Th
not again anticipate in the thoes the Baptist Church, Wed&sfoy jeongratulatiois to the happy cou- Mr. and Mrs! J. M. Alldredge of war. Ray Smith sounded evening, Nov. zara, mey wui pie.
e
of Springer, father and mother "Taps" .immediately lafterithe entertain you with a
game,
othergrab
and
au
whole
which
amuse
and
Salute
the
after
LADIES' AUXILLIARY TO
Aldredge
R.
E.
of
of this place
will be- served.
LEGION TO BE
have been spending a week with dience arose and sang, the Amer ments, also lunch
everyone a good ESTABLISHED IN ROY
their son and family in Roy. Al- ican Anthem and were then dis- They promiseproceeds
are to be
time.'"The
tho Mr. Alldrdge lives at Spring- missed for dinner.
payment
on their
picnic,
used
for
big
the
it
basket
,Oh,
that
er only 40 miles away, this is
A Ladies' 'AuxMliary to, fife
? Piano.
Everyone
is
invited.
and
eats
indeed,
grand
was
sure
Roy
his first visit to
during the
Roy
Post of the American Lepast seven years and though he well if you did not see them and
will be established in Roy
gion
althe County Celebration should as soon as the Charter arrives.
is a man of 81 years he is almost help partake of them, it is
as young and spry as is his sons most impossible to describe it, be held next year and Roy won Tr-who can become members
in business in Roy and Trinidad. but one thing sure there were no by a large vote. The Roy Post re the wives sisters and mothers
n
acknowl- signs around those large tables, American Legion has already be- of
The
men andthe auxiU
)
gun making plans for next year's iiary will start off with a large
edges receipt of a visjt from Mr. to show hard times.
Following this fine dinner the Celebration.
AUdredge and a nice social chat
membership in Roy. Mrs. Earl
crowd
listened to two addresses They ' promise
Harding McMinimy has charge of the
him.
says
He
with
ha reads
Howell who had just County one of the greatest
the S. A. every week and enjoys one
temporary organization plans
on
arrived
the mesa from his
ever held on the mesa. and those who wish to become
its newsy columns.
add-home
also
.Missouri
an
and
!
All in all. the Mills Celebra- members should see her at once.
t i
oí ivuiis. rri
ress oy txy tnormes
w!a a rreafl success .and
ine
tion
Bruce Moyer anfd wife who addresses were very highly ap those ' hating the matter in
S. E. Faxton ia on the sick
have been spending several preciated and. Instructive- to the charge, are to be congratulated
this week.Seth says he Isn't
list
months in Texas, returned home audience.
on the excellent manner in just exactly sick, but sure don't
last week and will make their A
vote was taken áá to where which they handled the program. feel good mi h shows it too. .
future home on. the mesa.
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come into our store

.

Saturday and Monday
November 19th and 21st,
to drink a cup of

Spanish-America-

BENHUR COFFEE

Post-Offic-

-

During this introduction

from our store we aremak
ing gifts to purchasers of
this coffee. Be sure you
get one. Come in and get
acquainted. Drink all you

e

:

Spanish-America-

ce

!

want.

by-Re- v.

ROY TRADING COMPANY
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Rocindo Rodriguez the obliging
delivery clerk of the F. M. Co.,
was seriously injured last Tuesday evening when his team start
ed to run away and Rocindo was
dragged against a building and
crushed and run over by the delivery wagon. His collar bone
was broken and he received other
bodily injuries. The doctor was
called and the wounds dressed
and Rocindo is getting"' along
nicely and will be lable to be up
and out again in a few weeks.

TAINS

The School Bond Election pasThe entertainment and social
sed off very quietly last Saturgiven
by the Roy Post- of the
day altho a heavy vote was cast
which showed that the people American Legion last Tuesday
were interested, and were in ia e ( ning at the Masonic Hall, was

mríM

tho-rol-

ROCINDO RODRIGUEZ HURT

1 rninv: pvtpt.
amppipaw liuu
ivi1 Uii fruí''
ümumvmi
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At the next meeting officers
will be elected and a secretary
friends.
Bora in Chicago, Miss O'Con- employed to get busy and make
nor came to New Mexico several a list of every family on the
years, ago where she has" made mesa and which will be published
her home. For the past year in book form for the business
and a half she has lived in Roy. men only of the mesa!
where during 'her short stay, The list will not only contain
she made many friends who the names of all persons but
mourn her loss greaty. She was will show their financial worth,
a gracious soul, possessing a their past records of paying ac"sweetness of disposition, thus counts, notes, and whether slow
pay etc.
making friends readily.
By having this list carefully
Her sudden passing warns us
as a people to realize the uncer- prepared and supplement sheets
tainty of life; comes to warn us added monthly, any business
of how empty the things of life man can tell immediately wheth-o- r
it is advisiable to allow credit
are aftér all. We brought nothing into the world, and we take to any one or not or wrether to
nothing from it. What doth it allow additional credit
profit a man if he gain the whole These and many other valuable features will come from the
world and lose his own soul?.
Miss O'Connor's
illness was forming of th association and we
marked by. fortitude and gentle- believe it a splendid move by the
ness. She suffered greatly and business men as it will help them
faced the end with remarkable to weed out their accounts and Panel
courage and paittence. She is give justice and dredit where it
dead, but her spirit lives. Her is due.
life and example will live on in
the Requiem High Mass that was
celebrated in St. Georges Chapel,
Monday morning at 10 A. M.
Father Vachon officiating assisted by Father Chapot of Dawson
whose beautiful and touching
sermon was an inspiration to all
who heard it.
The body was taken by her
sister, Mrs. Anna Baker, to Chi-- iago, where interment will be
made the last of the week. The
pall bearers were the Messrs
"Shaya, Patrick, Connelly, Sheier,
Ueimnnn and Baker.
Rabonni when I am dying
How glad I shall be,
That the lamp of my life has
burned out for Thee,
That sorrow of anguish so often
was mine
Since sorrow of anguish so often was thine.
My cherished Rabonni, how glad
I shall be,
To die with the hope of a welcome from Thee.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

no end of revolvers and
Mr. Shaw sitting opposite
Miss Browne, you know Is rather
running things, so if you feel nervous
you should talk to Kim. Was with the
expedition and all that
South
knows no end about this sort of thing
wouldn't for a moment think of let
ting ladies run the risk of being eat- chaps,

Wealc and Worn?
Has winter left you dull, tired; all
worn out? Do you have constant backache, with headaches, dizzy spells,
harp, shooting pains, or annoying
kidney irregularities?
Influenza ana
grip epidemics have left thousands with
weak kidneys and failing strength.
Don't wait until serious kidney trouble
develops.
Help the weakened kidneys
with Doan't Kidney PiVs. Doan'$
havo helped thousands and should help
r
you.

en."
I peeped

neighbor!

Auk-you-

wTtTt-

things.

around Apollo for
glimpse of the. experienced 'Mrf Shaw.
weather-beate- n
I saw a
profile, the face of a man some
where in his thirties, and looking,
from this side view at least, not only
stern but grim.
I made up my mind at once that the
backbone of the party, and inevitably
the leader in its projected villainies,
whatever they might be, was this
rugged-lookinYou
Mr.
Shaw.
couldn't fancy him as the misled fol
lower of anybody, even the terrific
Violet.
As it seemed an nnpropltious moment for taking counsel with Mr. Shaw
about cannibals, I tried another tack
with the beautiful youth at my side.
farthest-reachin- g
I
"How did you like Panama?
'
fancy the old town is very picturesque."
saves
the most economical leavening
"Oh, rather!" assented Mt, Vane,
important
more
makes
ways
and
wore
in
"At least, that is what those painter
chaps call it met a couple of 'era at
ings than most other baking powders.
Beastly little narrow
the hotel.
streets and houses In a shocking state
You
and all that. I like to see property
moderate it leaves you money over the cost
kept up, myself."
high-price- d
"I am afraid," I said severely, "that
brands for purchase of other articles.
you are a phllistlne!"
little
Costs
more than cheap powders far moro
but
He blinked a- - little. "Ah quite
valuable in quality.
so!" he murmured, recovering himself
gallantly. "One of those chaps that
You
backed Goliath against David, what?"
more than the ordinary raising force you use
Impasse
From this conversational
we were rescued by the interposition
only
as much as is ordinarily required..
of the gentleman opposite, whose small
You save materials it is used with. Calumet
twinkling eyes had been taking me in
with intentness.
never fails with any kind of recipe or with any
"I did some flittln' about that little
kind of flour always produces perfectly raised, deold burg on my own hook," he In
licious bakings.
formed us, "and what I got to say is,
You'll notice a great difference when you use Calumet
it needs wakln' up. I might have took
a hand in it myself, if I hadn't have
Calumet produces light, sweet, wholesome, flaky bak
met up with Miss Browne and your
ings. You will notice with some of the cheaper
Yes, sir, I had a slick little
a'nt.
brands the bakings are soggy, heavy, dark in color,
proposition or two up my sleeve.
and sometimes have a bitter taste.
Backed, by some of the biggest capi
Used by leading
tal in the U. S. A. In fact, there's
chefs
and domes
a bunch of fellers up there in God's
tic scientists, and
country that's pretty sore on old H,
by more houseH. for passin' things up this way.
wives than any
Kep' the wires hummln' for
other brand. Máde
days, till they seen I wasn't to be
switched, and then the Old Man him
largest and finest
selfno use mentionin' .names, but I
guess you know who I mean Wall
powder
Street would, quick enough, anyway
plants.
the Old Man himself threatened to
put his yacht in commission and come
Best by
down to find out what sort of little
trial proves
game H. II. was playln' on him. But
I done like Br'er Rabbit jest lay low.
Hamilton H. Tubbs knows a good thing
when he sees it about as quick as the
next one and he knows enough to
keep mum about it, too!"
Three or four
men,
of whom one, a certain Captain MagA pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz.
nus, belonged to our party and the
ship,
rest to the
continued vigorously
Some baking powders come in 12 oz. cans
to hack their way through the meal
instead of 16 oz. cans. Be sure you
pound
with clattering knives and forks. Of
other sounds there was none. Such
when you want it.
gloom weighed heavily on the genial
spirit of Mr. Tubbs, and he lightened
It might be well, while correcting our
Don't fall to lay up something for
It by rising to propose a toast.
disobedient
offspring, to remember the rainy day, if it's nothing more
"Ladies and gentlemen, to her now
thnn the borrowed umbrella.
unfortunately laid low by the pangs of that we did not die young.
mal de mer our friend and bony dear,
Miss Harding!"
This was bewildering, for neither
"Oh, you can never fool my Mtv
by friend nor foe could Aunt Jane be
I know just what iheTl say,
called bony. Later in the light of Mr.
That that's as much like Faultless StarcR,
Tubbs's passion for classical allusion,
I decided to translate it bona dea, and
As night-tim- e
is like day."
consider the family complimented. At
the moment I sat stunned, but Miss
strong-feature-

A Colorado Case
Mrs. C. Slkes. BIT
W. Third St., Flor-7- "
ence Tolo , mivn- "My kidneys were
and I had
weak
backache. Somemy head
times
ached so severely
that I couldn't sit

f aI
líf
,

Cr

5r

up.

sight

My

murred and l Had
dizzy spells. One
of my family had
received so much
bv usinaDoan's Kidney Pills that I bought
some.
They cured me of kidney
trouble."
Cat Doss's at An? Store, 60c Boi

relief

DOAN'S

wcrusf Camilla
THE

COPYtelG-H-

-

k;.djí.V

FOSTER -- MILBURN CO, BUFFALO.

N. V.

BOBBS-MERR.I-

Synopsis. Jane Harding, respectable and conservative old spinster
but never too old to think of
marriage with more money than
d
brains, is Inveigled by a
spinster, Miss Hlgglesby-Brown- e
Into financing an expedition
to hunt for buried treasure on Leeward island. Her niece, Virginia
Harding, learns of It by letter,
makes a hurry-u- p trip to the Pana-- ,
ma Canal and catches the steamer.
She demands her aunt, "Another
lunatic!" yells the captain.
strong-minde-

Your Ford Does Not Need
to Rattle and Shake
Writt foe

Fr..

bookl.l
Tdkwhr

and how

CklnaHt

1

Él

CHAPTER

AJt y out

"

Dealer for

Advance Cork Insert
Brake Lining for Fords
AUTOMOBILE

ADVANCI

1TSS

Pralrl

ACCESSORIES

Aven,

CORP.

Chlraro

MOTHER!

OPEN

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Tour little one will love the "fruity"
tasie of "California Fig Syrup" even If
constipated, bilious. Irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teaspoonful never
falls to cleanse the liver and bowels.
In a few hours you can see for yourself how thoroughly It works all the
our bile, and undigested

food out of

the bowels and you have a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Klg Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child
AsS your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup," which has
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on bottle. Mother I
You must say "Cnlifornln" or you may
get an Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement.

Isn't a femtile cashier a countess?
SHE DYED A SWEATER,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,

skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,

coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak, or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. advertisement.

Most epigrams won't stand analysis.

If You Need a Medicine
You

Should Have the Best

Have you ever stopped to reason why
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended
by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example
a
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Bwamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and .neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Bwamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores.Advertisement

it
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Years teach more thnn books.

How's Your Stomach?
Any Weakness

or Distress

? '

Red Cloud, Nebr. "Some time ago I
wrote to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotelfor
his advice in regard to my stomach
trouble, which I was sure was neuralgia.
I began taking Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery along with the
'Anuric Tablets' and feel that I have
(een greatly benefited by their use. I
given up when I wrote Dr.
. bad about
lierce now I am feeling fine. I
liave every faith in Dr. Pierce's med
cine." Mrs. Dora Coleman.
tonio for
If you need a building-u- p
stomach and blood obtain Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery from your
nearest druggist, or write Dr. Pierce,
President Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
N. Y, (or free medical advice.
W. N.

U. DENVER, NO.

21.

I.

Continued.
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This, then, was Miss Violet Higgles-I saw a grim, bony.
stocky shape. In n companion
"ostume to my aunt's. Around the edges
of her cork helmet her short
hair visibly bristled. She liad a mas
sive head, and a seamed and rugged
countenance which did Its best to live
down the humiliation of a ridiculous
little nose with no bridge.
But what riveted my eyes was the
deadly glare with which hers were
turned on me. I saw that hot only
was she as certain of my Identity as
though she had guided me from my
first tottering steps, but that In a
flash she had grasped my motives,
alms and purposes, and meant once
for all to fue?,
and defeat
me with great slaughter.
So she announced to the company
with deliberation: "The Young Pec-son is mad!"
It nettled nie extremely.
"Mad!" I flung back at her. "Because I wish to save my poor aunt
from such a situation as this?
It
would be charitable to Infer madness
In those who have led her Into It!"
When I reviewed this speech afterword I realized that it was not, under
the circumstances, the best calculated
to win me friends.
"Jane!" said Miss Hlgglesby-Brown- e
In deep and awful tones, "the time has
come to prove your strength !"
Aunt Jane proved It by uttering a
shrill yelp, and clutching her hnlr
with a reckless disregard of Its having originally been that of a total
stranger. So severe were her shrieks
and struggles that It was with difficulty that she was borne below In the
arms of two strong men.
I had seen Aunt Jane in hysterics
before she had them that time about
the convict. I was not frightened, but
I hurried after her neck and neck
with Miss Browne.
It was fifteen
minutes before Aunt Jane came to,
I
and then she would only moan.
bathed her head, and held her hand,
and did all the regulation things under the baleful eye of Miss Browne,
who steadfastly refused to go away,
but sat glaring like a gorgon who
sees her prey about to be snatched
from her.
In the midst of my ministrations I
awoke suddenly to a rhythmic heave
and throb which pervaded the ship.
Dropping Aunt Jane's hand I rushed
on deck. There lay the various pieces
of my baggage, and In the distance
the boat with the two brown rowers
was skipping shoreward over the ripples. As for the Rufus Smith, she
was under way, and heading out of
the roadstead for the open sea.
I dashed aft to the captain, who
stood Issuing orders In the voice of an
aggrieved
"Captain!" I cried, "wait; turn
around! You must put my aunt and
me ashore !"
He whirled on me, showing a crimson angry face. "Turn around, is it,
turn around?" he shouted. "Do you
suppose I can loaf about the harbor
on your aunt's litis?
here
You come aboard without me a skin'.
Now you enn go along with the rest.
This here ship has got her course set
for Frisco, plckln' up Leeward island
on the way, and anybody that ain't
gnln' in that direction is welcome to
Jump overboard."
That Is how I happened to go to
Leeward Island.
Iron-gra-

It's no trouble to find trouble.

and her
was a cool little white gown,
which would shine at least by contrast with Miss Browne's severely utilitarian costume. White is becoming
to my hair, which narrow-mindepersons term red, but which has been
known to cause the more discriminating to draw heavily on the dictionary
for adjectives. My face Is small and
with features
strictly
for use and not for ornament, but fortunately Inconspicuous.
As for my
eyes, I think tawny quite the nicest
word, though Aunt June calls them
hazel and I have even beard whispers
Higglesby-Brown-

APOLLO.

fog-hor-

y

COMPANY

LL

e

fellow-passenge-

d

heart-shupe-

of green.
Five minutes after the gong sounded I walked Into the cabin.
Miss
Browne, Captain Watklns of the
freighter, and half a dozen men were
already at the table. I slid unobtrusively into the one vacant place, fortunately remote from the captain,
who glared at me savagely, as though
still embittered by the recollection of
my aunt's fits.
"Gentlemen," said Miss Browne in
Icy tones, "Miss Virginia Harding."
Two of the men rose, the others
stared and ducked. Except for Miss
Browne and the captain, I had received on coming aboard only the most
blurred impression of my
I remembered them merely as
a composite of khaki and cork hel- ments and astounded staring faces).
But I felt that as Uie abetters of Miss
Browne a Jiostlle and sinister atinos
phere enveloped them all.
Being thus In the camp of the enemy, ,1 snt down in silence and devoted
myself to my soup. The majority of
my companions did likewise audibly,
But presently I heard a voice at my
.

fellow-voyager- s.

left:
"I say, what a jolly good sailor you
seem to be pity your aunt's not!".
I looked up and saw Apollo sitting
beside me. Or rather, shall I say a
young man who might have walked
out of an advertisement for a ready-
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Calumet possesses the

baking powder economy. It is
agent It

sav

save when you buy

it

save when you use

The price is

of

it

Possesses

half

two-thre- e

in the world's
baking

test A

it

rough-lookin-

The Law Says 16 oz. to a Pound

g

get a

greater
majestically inclined her head and
said:
"In the name of our absent friend,
I thank you."
In spite of wistful looks from the
beautiful youth as we rose from the
table, and the allurement of a tropic
moon, I remained constant to duty
and Aunt Jane, and Immured myself
in her stateroom, where I passed an
"What Will She Do if She Meets
enlivening evening listening to her
Cannibal and He Tries to Eat Her?"
moans. She showed a faint returning
made clothing house, so Ideal and Im spark of life when I mentioned Cuthpossible was his beauty. He was very bert Vane, and raised her head to
tall I had to tilt my chin quite pain- murmur that he was Honorable and
fully to look up at him and from the she understood though not the heir,
loose collar of his silk shirt his throat still likely to Inherit and perhaps after
rose like a column. His skin was a all Providence
The unspoken end of Aunt Jane's
beautiful clear pink and white just
tinged with tan like a meringue that sentence pursued me Into dreams in
has been In the oven for two minutes which an unknown gentleman obligexactly.
He had a straight, chiseled ingly broke his neck riding to hounds
profile and his hair was thick and and left Apollo heir to the title and
chestnut and wavy and he had clear estates.
eyes. To give him at once
his full name and titles, he was the
Honorable
Cuthbert Patrick Ruth-mor- e
"I say, Miss Harding, you're-bounto like Shaw. No and"
Vane, of High Staunton Manor,
Kent, England. But as I was Ignorant
of this, I can truthfully say that his
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
looks stunned me purely on their own

fulfil

Browne,-wit- h

TO

Land of Prosperity

Fertile Land at

Has Light of 500 Million Candles.
billion
candlepower
A one-hasearchlight, the most powerful In the
world, whose rays can be seen for 70
miles, 'has just been received at San
Francisco, where it will be Installed
on Mount Tamalpais, at the entrance
to the Golden Gate.
The light Is ten feet high, weighs
nearly three tons and has a
lens. A man standing ten miles from
the light could read a newspaper. Ten
feet away he would be able to light a
A citizens- cigar by means of it.
committee of San Francisco is arrang
ing for the searchlight, which will
shoot its rays'out across the Pacific
ocean and give the first indication to
incoming steamships that land is near.
W. D'A. Ryan, the illuminating en
gineer who lighted the Panama Pacific International exposition, first suggested the use of the light to stand as
a sentinel at the Golden Gate.

in western Canada have raised crops in a
single season worth more than the whole cost of
their land. With such success comes prosperity,
independence, good homes and all the comforts
and conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

are sources of income second only to grain
growing and stock raising. Attractive climate, good neighbors, churches; schools,
good markets, railroad faculties, rural telephone, etc.
s

FortlliHtrtted literatura, man., dwtrlpttoo of farm
wi'puriumiiw in jMamtoM, bukatchewu,
Albert and Brltlih Columbia, reduced
.wwaf cam, bc, wrica

lf

h

$15 to $30 an Acre

ha yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farm-er- a

.

Outwardly calm, I replied, "Yes,
CHAPTER II.
It's too bad, but then who ever
dreamed that Aunt Jane would go adApollo and Some Others.
venturing at her time of life?
I
The Rufus Smith, tramp freighter, thought nobody over the age of thir
had been chartered to convey the teen, and then boys, ever went
Harding-Brown- e
expedition to Lee"Ah, but lads of. thirteen couldn't
ward Island, which lies about three
hundred miles west of Panama, and well come such a distance on their
could be picked up by the freighter own, you know," returned Apollo, with
In her course.
She was a little dingy the kindest air of making allowance
for the female Intellect.
boat with such small accommodations
I hurriedly turned the subject. ,
that I cannot Imagine where the ma"I really can't Imagine Aunt 'Jane
jority of her passengers stowed themMy
aunt and Miss on a desert Island. What will she do
selves away.
Brown had a stateroom between them if she meets a cannibal and he tries
and some- to eat her?"
the size of a packing-box- ,
body turned out and resigned anoth"Oh, really, now," argued the para
er to rae. I retired thre to dress for gon earnestly, "I'm quite sure there's
dinner. In the haste of my departure no danger of that, don't you know? I
from San Francisco I had not brought believe there are no natives at all on
t trunk, so the best I was able to pro-uc-e the island, or else quite tame ones, I
In the way of a crusher for Miss forget which, and there are four of us

m

land similar to that which throuRh many years

sea-gra- y

merits.

m

offers to home seekers opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of farmers
from the United States who have accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on FK EE homesteads
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still available on easy terms
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W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Bid?., Omaha, Neb.

auttm-Aawrt, Dwt, f ImmNrratlon
an OtoHlntle, Dominion
of Canada
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What to Take for
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a.few nights after.They
CARTERS cleanse
your system of all waste matter and
Regulate
Year Bowels. Mild as easy to
II IVEH take as SUgar.
Ctmlnt Uar tlgnaturt
ZarJ&ZxC

4!pili,g

Small PilL

Small Dose. Small Price.
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ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICOi, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19th,. I92T..

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
ACTION.

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.

R. C Grunig, Road Commis- NOTICE rOU PUBLICATION.
sioner of this district made s. Department of the Interior,
The mail order house never trip; to Mosquero last Saturday
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayhas a bargain not for you, any- and got one of the new graders, ton, New Mexico.
To: Rosita Castillo de Galle- way. If there are bargains oc- - and
other needed road
October 31, 1921.
gos, Rosa G. de Gallegos, being cassionally they are gobbled up
given that
is
hereby
NOTICE
CasRosita
as
person
the same
by the mail order house employes
Grover IL Thornton, of Glad- - ,
tillo Torres and Rosita C. de
or their friends. Trade at home.
The young folks enjoyed a stone Union Co., New Mexico,
being the samé person as Your own merchant
dance
bar
at the Roy Theatre last
has
Petri ta Gallegos, Eduvijen Las- - gains, ana he tells you about Friday evening in honor of the who on April 15th, 1918, made
Homestead application, No. 0259- tillo, F. E. Berry, whose full first them in your home paper.
Legion day. A large 12, for
Arierican
Sec. 26. SV2
name is unknown, The Unknown
The mail order, houses that crowd was in attendance and all SE 14-Heirs of Barbara Gonzales, de- receive your orders don't know enjoyed
themselves until mid- Sec. 27,
Section 35,
ceased, And all unknown claima- you from Adam's house cat, and night hour.
Township
Range
23
N,
27 E, N.
to
lan
and
the
nts of interest in
they don't care to know you, exM. P. Meridian, has filed notice
ds and real estate hereinafter des cept for the ' dollars
they
The Yates brothers of Yates-vill- e of intention to make Final Three
cribed, adverse to plaintiff, De- hope to get out of youthat your
were in Roy the latter part Year Proof, to establish claim
and
fendants :
family.
of
week trading with Roy to the land above described, be
the
You and each of you are hereThe home merchan knows you merchants and visiting relatives fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commis
been
by notified that a suit has
as a neighbor, and he cares.
and friends.
sioner, at his office at Roy, New
commenced and it now pending
He cares enough for you and
against you in the District Court your trade to go to the trouble NOTICE OF PUBLICATION Mexico, on the 7th day of Dec.
1921.
of the Fifth Judicial District of and expense of telling you
about State of New Mexico,
Claimant names" as witnesses :
of the Eighth Judicial District his stock of goods
bar- County of Harding. SS.
and
the
D.R.
Carpenter of Gladstone, Ne-in and for the county of Harding gains he is offering.
Attachment.
Mexico, W. Walters of Mills
Numbered 20 on the civil docket
Besides, he cares enough to Roy Trading Company, Plaintiff, New Mexico, G. W. Powell, of
of said court wherein Webb Kidd
pains of carefully show
take
VS.
Mills, New Mexico, Aurther Witt
you
are the you the goods
is the plaintiff and
Imer
explain
the
and
Scott,
Defendant, of Gladstone, New Mexico.
their
defendants; that the general merits.
n Justice or l'eace tourt rre- Paz Valverde,
objects of said action are to quiet
He also offers you the oppor- cinct Number 3.
Register.
plaintiff
of
the
title in the name
tunity of selecting from a large
To Elmer Scott, defendant in
to the land and real estate sitvariety showing you
after he above styled cause:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uated in the County of Harding, artice until you are artice
You are commanded by order
in
satisfied
Department of the interior
Mexico,
described
New
of
State
of the Court made and duly enchoice.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- - .
in the complaint as follows, to- Trade at home, and you get tered of record in the above en ton, New Merico.
wit:
choice quailty and prices titled cause, to appear before the
October 25, 1921.
The E
NEi. of Sec. 31. and service,
good
as
or
than can be Court on the 22nd day of No
Notice is hereby given that
the SWVt NWVi, and the NWi4 had from thebetter
mail order houses. vember, A. D. 1921, at the hour Water L. Dunn, of Mills HardSWij, of Sec. 32 in Twp. 19 N.
homp
and help build of 1.30 o'clock P. M., to answer ing Co. New Mexico, who on Sept
at
Trade
of Range 25 E of the New Mex up
town.
And
by so doing in said cause - why judgement, 17th, 1918 made addl Homestead
the
ico Meridian, New Mexico, convou are but helping your own should not be rendeved against Application, No.
024654 for SwVL
taining 160 acres,
you herein.
job.
Section 5
SwVi, and
that unless you enter or cause to
And you are hereby notnfed Township 22N Range 27 E, N.
be entered your appearence in
Rev. J. T. Howell and wife ar that your property iu the above M. P. Meridian has filed notice
said action on or before the 19th
in Roy from Missouri last styled action has been attached, of intention to make Final Three
rived
day of December 1921, judgemeSaturday
and will spend sever and unless you so appear before Year Proof, to establish claim
cause
nt will be rendered in said
al weeks on the mesa visiting said Court at said time and place to
the land above described, beagainst you by default. Plaintif
and friends and enjoy- judgment will be entered against fore F. II. Foster. U. S. Comf's attorney is C. G. Hedgcock, relatives
ing the most healthful climate in you, and said attached property missioner at his offie at Roy,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
the world. The Rev. and wife .Till be sold to pay said debt.
New Mexico, on the 14th day of
C. Ernest Anderson,
were glad to get back to New . B. Lusk, Attorney for Plain December, 1921.
(Official Seal)
Mexico and their children and tiff.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Clerk of the District Court
G. Gambrel, Dept. Sheriff.
grand children are also enjoying
T. S. McDonald, A. L. McDonthe visit very much.
ald, Roy Jones, all of Kephart,
NOTICIA DE PENDENCIA DE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. New Mexico and Roy Evens of
ACCION.
Walter Fullbright and family
Mills, New Mexico.
A:
Rosita Castillo de Gal left for Texas- Tuesday where
Department of the Interior,
Paz Valverde,
legos, Rosa G. de Gallegos, they will spend the winter. Wal
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
Register.
siendo la misma persona que ter's father came for him and
ton,
New
Mexico.
Rosita Castillo Torres y Rosita took him back to his Texas home.
October 31. 1921.
C. de Gallegos, Cecilia Gallegos, Mri Fulibright has been Very
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Clarita Gallegos, Petra Gallegos, low for the past several months
Department ef the interior
siendo la misma persona que
with tuberculosis and there is Doroteo M. Martinez, of Roy
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayGallegos, Eduvijen Castil practically no hope for his re Harding Co., New Mexico, who, ton, New Merico.
lo, F. E. Berry, cullo nombre covery. His friends here hope on September 16th, 1918 made
October 25, 1921.
Homestead Application, No
completo no es conocido.
that there will still be some hope Addl.
Notice is hereby given that
024047,
Lot 3, Section 18 Elmer T. McDaniel, of Mosquero
Los herederos no conocidos de for his ultimate recovery.
N '
N Range 28
Township
Barbara Gonzales, finada, los
on
Hardi Co N Mexico,
M P, Meridian, has filed notice of
heredros no conocidos de Bruno
temler A 1918 & M 7 1919
Frank Seidel who was
Gallegos, finado, y todos los
on at the Plumlee Hóspita lnveiiiion w iuhkv r muí mice 1Y..,j nAA TTyvId4"ai A A Trli
reclamantes no conocidos e in- last week, is improving nicely Year Proof, to establish claim to .
Mn ft947- - - r Soi Vjwi,
before
described,
above
land
the
teresados en y a los terrenos y and wiil soon be at work again
Sec. 11. Nwii-NF. II. Foster, U. S. Commission- and SeVi Section 14 Township
propiedad raiz aqui después
adverso al quejante, A- - W. II. Willcox and "wife who er, at his office at Roy, New Mex 18 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P.
cusados.
have been spending the week ico, on the 6 day of December, Meridian has filed notice of inUstedes y cada uno de uste- end at Roy from their Optime 1921.
tention to make Final Three
Claimant names as witnesses : Year Proof, to establish claim to
des por esta están notificados Ranch, returned home Sunday
Prudencio Olibas, Andres Or- the land above described, before
que un Pleito a sido comnesado y last.
nelas Jose V. Martinez all of Roy p n F t
1
y g Commissioner
esta ahora pendiente encontra
de Ustedes en la Corte de
County Clerk Anderson and New Mexico, and Desidrio Gal on the 14th day of Dec. 1921.
del Octavo Districto Judi- wife spent several days last legos, of Albert, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,Paz Valverde,
cial del Estado de Nuevo Méjico week with Roy relatives.
Charles Waldron, Charles Pryor,
Register Fred Tinker, and W. II. Long all
dentro y por el Condado de Harding, numerado 20 en el Registro
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Ernest Leatherman made a
Civil de dicha Corte, en el cual business trip to Tucumcari last
Springer is making arrangePaz Valverde,
Webb Kid es el quejante y uste- Saturday returning Monday.
Register.
ments for the erection of a $50,-00- 0
des son los demandados; que los
hotel in the near future. The
objectos generales de tal acción
Jesse Davenport who has been hotel will be built by a .stock
Jake Floersheim and son Wal
son para aquietar titulo en el in Rov on business the past sev Company. Springer is in need
Ijeft for Denver, Tuesday,
ter
nombre del quejante al terreno eral days returned to his home of a hotel just about as bad as lwnel they wm
a meek'
sve
y propiedad raiz situada en el in Clermont Florida, last Friday. Roy is, and we can't see why a ' viqi4.in
(.
(.
A S
Hanson
Condado de Harding. Estado de Ve understand Mr. Davenport stock company cant be ormed
needed
taking
nd
home
a
Nuevo Méjico, descripta en la
of kis Roy interests at Roy and a big fine hotel erect- - tion
'
queja como sigué, a saver:
i
ed here.
while here.
La mitad oriente del nordeste
quarto (E' NeVi) de la secion
31, y el sudoeste quarto del
(Swi Nwij.) y el
quarto del sudoeste quarto (Nwii, Swi4) de la secion 32
en el cabildo 19 al Norte ' de la
hilera 25 y al oriente del merdia-n- o
Gal-lego-

(Bonded)
Mosquero, New Mexico

'

TRADE AT' HOME

s,

SW14-SW1-

"Prompt and Efficient Servn"

j
We

N

NVÍ-NW1-

are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. It. COPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

4,

WI4-SE1- 4,

NV2-SW1-

4,

4,

w

O ur cleaning and dyeing
saves a lot of buying.

CITY TAILOR SHOP

The Only Road To Success
men owe their
Savings Account Habit.

Most successful business

success to the

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

deposit a dollar or two each week and. see how rapidly it
will grow.

,

We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

BANK OF ROY
Capital andL
Surplus

-

'

Pe-trit-

á

$36,000.00

T

,

.

S'a-Sei-

you have Pump or
troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they will fix it.

WHEN

WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO REPAIR PUMPS
WINDMILLS OR ANY REPAIRS IN THE
PLUMBERS LINE.
when you are having troubles
GIBSON
and
JUDY
Call
with that wind mill, or pump, we can fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY-THININ THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS
LINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS,
WINDMILLS, CASING AND MANY
OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
UNDER THIS LINE OF
WORK.
G

.

"

-

des-cript-

a,

Dis-tric-

to

A,

vaca-dispos-

v

nor-does- te

nor-does-te

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CAN FIX IT.

JUDY AND GIBSON

principal de Nueva Mexico,
conteniendo 160 acres; que amenos que entran su comparencia
en tal acción en o antes del día
19 de Deciembre,
A. D. 1921,
juicio sera entrado en dicha cau
sa encontra de Vds. por falta
de comparencia.
El Abogaido del que jante es
C. G. Hedgecock de Eastj Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
C. Ernest Anderson.
Secretraio de la Corte de Dis-

Successors to BAUM BROS.
New Mexico.
Roy,

J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE
'

COMPANY'S THRESHERS,
TRACTORS and POWER
EQUIPMENT.

tricto.
(Sello Oficial.)

Western Electric Power Light Plants

,

W. R.Holly, a prominent .attorney of Springer, was attending to business- of importance in
-

Roy Monday.
De Laval Separators and Milkers.

First Class Battery Work

--

Strictly cash.

Everything we sett, Guaranteed.

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

e,

'

' Mr Davenport travelling salesman for the' Depster People was
looking after his Roy trade Monday and Tuesday...
Deer season will open nextj
Monday morning, and Roy will
no doubt experience quite an influx of hunters next week.
Two fine prizes will be given a
way e
Ladies Baaarr on Nov
23rd. and 24th. See hand bill
at-th-

for, particulars.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any

other cigarette at the price.
Lieirett tc Myen Tobacco Co.

Qiestenieia
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccosblended

ed

THE

WHERE IS THE WASTE?.
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Tlig Mosquero Rifle Cub sow
having their range properly arranged, the Aitken target install
The Taxpayers' Association of
ed, and has commenced active
New Mexico has zls itá nrimarv
practice with the guns and axm- purpose to assist in bringing a
nition furnished by the Departbout efficiency in governmental
ment. Quite a number of Moseadministration. This involves
quero citizens havp enrolled and
conomy. It means the securing
We'd, Well, we always were
3 great deal of interest is being
of the benefits of goverment securities.
an unlucky cuss. When a boy
O
taken in the shooting- contests
'
power
people
within the
of the
if we tried to write to two gins that
gta
at
PUBLICATION
FOR
fe
to pay therefor and at the low- -. NOTICE
ICtterS
about a mile and a half east of
est possible cost. During the
and TiLSf fair correspondents
Department of the Menor
past summer the director of the
If we bought a pair of skates j
Association has had the pportu- - j V. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay with our hard earned savings the 1 " farmers who believe this
Mexico,
r.ity to assist in the preparation ton.
have you been saving each .week? How much
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se our time file for that Xmas
suit. We will take your measurenow and have it shipped just
when you want it.

9 Am

Man-uelit-

Saturday Grocery
Specials

Catren
Chav'es
Colfax
Curry
De Baca
Dona Ana
'
Eddy

Grant

11. ::
9.17
10.17
10.40
14.35
8.18
11.21

ton, New Mexico.
November, 12, 1921.
12.69
NOTICE is hereby given that
15.52
18.14 Robert S. Await, of Gladstone
Union Co., N. M., who, on Sept.
15.26 27, 1919, made Homestead Appli12.67 cation No. 026897, for N2 N2
11.11 Swi4 SeVLS. 3 N2 Neii Sec. 10
14.79 Twp. 23 N, Range 28 E, N. M. P.

27.40
24(04
24.69
28.31
22.27
35.66
27.02
19.29

ThG Board of County Commissioners held an important special
meeting Monday and Tuesday of
this week at which they transacted considerable business of
importance. The principal part
of which had to do with the
business of the levys made by
them at a previous session which
had been reduced or liminated by
the State Tax Commission. They
also designated the Harding
County Developer as the official paper of the County.
The Boosters Club at their
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SOLANO NEWS

Geo E. Cochrane

MILLS AND

BRADLEY

Dry, dryer, driest is still the
ciy oí our wheat growers and
'stockmen and if we do not get
ram or snow soon, this little
place will go up in smoke or dust.
Put we are thankful for the good
health of our community and
still have hopes of a wet future.

VICINITY

Armistice Day has come and
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Richardson
from Dawson and gone also tne luany mcc people
spent a short time with their ho were in our town that day
.
iiu.n other places. A line pro- sister Mrs. D. W. Bradley
Mr. 'and Mrs. C". C. Moore gram was renaerec a:c ciinner
have been on the sick list but served ou the ground, which c
IVL
ceeded anything along tne line
are improving some now.
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren is still in oí a basket dinner mat we have:
Dates at this office.
The High School Girls have the hospital and under the care ever seen.
U. F. Rothenberger of near
been very busy, this week, clean- an operation can be prevented,
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court. of Dr. Plumlee. We. are hoping Wheatland was in 1.1113 iast Mon.
and with the help of the boys an opration can be prevented, atter a load of corrugated iron
to finish his machine shed
and Mr. Yarbrough, have the and she will get back home
which he is building on his farm.
s
soon.
dug,
and
Mr. Jean Garrison visited Tell iUr. Rothenbeigei has just regoals up. Our girls will put some
Ihave 'taken 'the agency for real pep and determination hi Bradey over Saturday and Sun- turned from a trip to Nebraska
one of 'the Strongest Fire Insu- the future games and mean to be day. Jean says he likes batch- where he had been called by the
death of his iathcr.
ing' and cutting posts fine.
rance Companies doing business victors in each game.-D. I). Hollopeter, our new road
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the
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where
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living.
now
High School, Friday, The score
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
Arthur Kelso oí Gladstone, is
Mr. White was in the Bradley
was 7 to ten in Solano's favor.
hauling lumber for Dr. G. S.
I tilso insure farm property.
Our boys have lost just one Com. Friday on businss.
Mr. :ind Mrs. Lysie Hazen, Mr. Chapen's new home,
,1 appreciate your patronage.
game this season.
Rev. and. Mrs. W JL Triplett.
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'
Register.
moonshine stnis.
Ttxnt a different nr tr.i stylt to genuine LION
Grandmother Hazen walked
boy,
every
o:
tickle,
rc)
Cp tht
cigarette smoke no more
up to her son's. She has been
timi, CcPC in w!
"
0r MJ'Iti
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
we'll snuff
able to walk that distance sine
Which causes us to ply oür
while back. It seems good to
'
Department of the Interior
pewder puff. .' '
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay know that Grandmother is able Who ca.sts his eyes to the skies
to get out and around so well.
'
'
ton, New Mexico.
of blue,.'Grandpa
Hazen is also well and
WTe clean everything, Portiers,
November 14. 1921.
Whiio' ii lady mounts a step or
NOTICE is hereby given that able to walk, and work as well
- two:
Piano Covers, fancy Pillow Covand
better
than
most folks his
ers and Tapestries of all kinds. Jose Celestino Tafoya, of Buey-ero- s age.
(Who
knows the color of; our eyes
..
Harding Co., N. M. w ho, on
Anything in wearing apparel,'
and hair..'
-Hats, Caps, Neckties, Furs, Sept. 13th., 1918, made. Home.Instead of the pretty silk hose,'
Sweaters and Jerseys Gloves and stead Application, No. Q23009.
we wear,
Attorney J. B. Lusk, has been
in fact anythini that ran be dry Ifor Sei Sec. 4. Twp. 20 N. a very busy man of late,
Mr.'! Then give us. please, oh just one
Range 30 E N. M. P. Meridian Lusk made a business trip to Las
cleaned.
man; yes,
filed notice of intention to Vegas the other day on business
;has
CITY
TAILORS.
THE
scit Pieased with woman's
make Final Three Year Proof, to connected with his line.
modern dress.
to the land
claim
establish
Coming "THE CURSE OF EVE"
described, before F. H. Fosrverybody for a good time.
Roy Theatre, 29th & 30 th. . .
ter U. S. .Commissioner, at his
The Catholic Ladies win give WHEN.
Nov. 22. .
offics ,ct Roy New Mexico, on tle two dances next Wednesday and WKEHE'.;. . .At the Chstian
Remember the big Spanish lr.th., day of January, 1922.
Thursday, evenings. The dance 'Cha-chspeaking Peoples dance given by
Claimant names as witnesses : of Wednesday evening will.be i'WKAT-The
Serenadors
t!:e Cr.tholj? Ladies next
Can n uto Gonzales, Telesforo
for the Spanish speaking, people, Glee Ciub. i v
, .
,
..;
cveying at the Roy Thea-h- i.
Feleciano C. D. Baca, Pe- and the one of Thursday evening
This will .be. one of the big dro K Vigil all of Bueyeros, New. for the English speaking people.. Subí tribe for the Spanish Amer.'c&ñiies bf the season and every- Mexico..
v
.
Everybody is invited, to these ican, yeu will enjo yreading the
one .is "invited. A good time 'is
PAZ VALVERDE.,: .dances.;' Admission!', to either papar: besides gaining a v gat
:
all. Admission S1.00. '
Register. dance wilkheSLvO... , ... ....
deal of ...valuable information.

THE
AUCTIONEER
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Mills, N.
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HA5 NEVER FAILED
INTIME

STRESS
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BEHIND

STOOP

BECAUSE

Y0O

HAVE ALWAYS

IT.

SINCE lí? I THE AMERICAN REO CR0S5HA5 srtNTl4,OOO,0C0
OVERTAKEN
DY PI5ASTTX.
5ENDIN& SUCCOR TO COMMUNITIE--

"

51 COMM'JN ITIIvS IN THE !CTTM.TSTt??N OWISIOTJ HAVE HAD TO HEtT
PISA5TER SINCE THE ARHISTICE, ANt THE Tr.O CROSS HAS SFYNT
H THE REItABtUTATCM
OTHtSE. C9TIM UÍI I TIES
1 1,600,000 1

THE

SOUTHWEST KNOWS
THAT" THE RED CROSS CAN BE DEPENDED
IN TIME OF WEED

IFATJO'S HONEY

THE RED 0x055
TO HELP KEEP IT

CM

IS DEPENDING- ON YOU
STATE OF PREPAREDNESS

NOW
IN A

THEROLLVlLLBECALLEDONWliSTICE

PAY
1.5

DO MOT FAIL TO P.NPaVX'
MEMBERSHIP MID THUS
HOJ THE REO KC5S TO HELP THE COMMUNITIES
WHICH NEED IT
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Begmir.g November iZV..
give tto credit, ard csk thai ylv. d
thh tavor, as I will be forced to ret
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Therefore I have come to ike icr.ek
pion that I must do a cash bssincero cr cv::;;
up my cstriLiLs'iir.cr.t.
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Genera! Blacksmith
and
Machine Work.

The Baptist people
CHASE COYOTE IN JITNEY..
r..the.:
CAPTURE IIM WITH HANDS! a social and program
church next Weclnecday even-- The prize coycte story conies 'inc; to the public. Theriwill be""V
from Grenville. N. M. where In ii.usieal program and a'neral
Lam'iert Thornton ran, a coyote 'good time. There wil be various ' :
i
....t ;,.!,,
nearly to death with a car and aiuui-.ii'i siciii aim u tui awing
then caught him alive with his and many othr amusements such
bare hands, too winded to fight. us PostC'i fie ,0, grab-bagetc."
T!ur ladies will serve lunch to
Thornton and some friends were
6ut rounding up cows when they the public caning the evening-ansighted the coyote and chased it
everyone-isinvited to be -miles across the open prairie. present and enjoy a pleasent Mr. Thornton then stood on the evening with the Baptist People.
running board of the car and Remember the date next' Wed- scooped up the exhausted animal nesday evening.
with his hands as the car reached him. The captive was thrown
Be sure and read the V. S. '
into the car and taken to the Kncder sale bill which appears
home of one Cicil Smith where in this week's issue of the S. A. .
at last accounts it was not cer- Mr. Knerier is offering a fine
tain whether he would live or bunch of horses, catüe, farm
die.
machinery ;nd hor.íclicid goods
,
at this sale. Remember the date-The Catholic Ladies will give next Wednesday Nov. 23rd.
an. English Speaking dance at
W. 7. Gilstrap left Tuesday- the Roy Theatre rtext Thursday
(
evfnmg I hanksgivmg evening) for Emgcr Oklahoma where he
to the. public. Excellent- music
compamed W'alter Fullbiight
has been secured for this dance &id helped care for him on his
and the public is invited. Ad return to linger, lie erpects to
mission $1.00.
home inin-.e- íatciv.
wjlf,-giv-

s
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trictly Cash Bai;

I appreciate the patrxiis-- : pvtn i: c
the past, ar.d earr.stly solicit it fa the future, assuring you (hat I v?H endaaver to
give you SERVICE as in the past with a u
ran tee, or refund your mo;iey.
in

B. R. Reeder Feed Yard
Itceder, Mgr.

B. R.

Roy Trading Co.
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Children being weighed and measured In the baby cünic at
Cre;k,
Missouri. About SO babies and their mothers attend this clinic each time itit is held. The two shown In this picture are 1C0 per cent perfect. They sr
(standing) Thomas Walker Rodman, age 21 mcnths, weight 31 pounds, 1 ounce,'
height 37 inches; (teated) Charles Raymond Jolly,
10 months, weightli
, ,
pounds 8 ounces, height 28

ac
,

-
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MOVE ON FOOT TO ESTAB-

I. C.

iiiiim

iii'Mlii

LISH A STATE PUBLIC
PALY GROUND

DODDS

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER

There's Real Service

Back of the Ideal

Las Cruces. N. M. Nov.
Definite steps looking to the establishment of a public playground in New Mexico were.
taken here last Tuesday auer- noon. when the Southern Nation
al Park Association of the Las
Cruces) Chamber of Commerce
selected El Paso as headquar
ters.
The committee consisting of
Frank T. French, chairman; ti.
II. Brook, Dr. II.. L. Kent, C. F.
Knight and Vincent B.'May, met
in the office of Attorney Mark
B. Thompson and after a full
discussion of the suggestion offered by Albert B. Fall, Secre
tary of Interior, it was decided
to confer with officers of the El
Paso Chamber of Commerce.
The committee favors an organization in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, with officers in
the various cities and towns.
Afterwards this is to be extend
ed to take in Oklahoma, Kansas,
Western Louisiana and southern
Missouri and Colorado.
Secretary Fall's original sug
gestion was to convert parts of
the Mescalero and Lincoln Forest Reserves into national parks,
and connect them by a Highway
with the Elephant Butte dam
and lake. It is expected that
part of the Alamo Reserve will
be added when the bill for a
park is drawn.
9

Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses,

The thresher itself with inbuilt dependability,
.
economy and long life.
2. The Ramely factoría that have been building farm

Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.

power machinery for over eighty years.
branch offices and warehouses
3. Twenty-nin- e
complete stocks of machines and parts located at
important railroad points to give quick service.
4. Three thousand dealers most of them specially
trained in the Rumely factories and possessing the
ability to give genuine service. Do you need this service?

LETS TRADE

ANDERSON GARAGE AND
MACHINE WORKS
Roy, New Mexico.

Bring in your work. I will do
it and take in exchange butter,
eggs, chickens, meat or anything
eatable. Full market price. You
need the work done and I need
the work. Let's trade.

.

25

HOBSON, ..
Your Jeweler.

HAY FOR SALE

3X- -

I have Grama Hay, Blue stem
and Cane Hay, will sell it baled
bundled or loose, see or write:

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.

Ernest Leatherman.
HUNTERS
Killing Antelope, and other game
on our lands, either owned or
leased by us, will be prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
T. E. Mitchell.

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention" given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

.Wednesday and Thursday,
November 23rd and 24th
At Roy Theatre
Thanksgiving Day, a fine
served. Two fine prizes1
be
will
Turkey dinner
set will be given away
carving
and
quilt
large
a
on this day.
Patronize the Ladies; you will iind plenty
of quilts, aprons, handkerchiefs, children' and
dolls' clothes, al all kinds of frncy work, hoiwc
made candies etc, for sale at bargain prices.
INTERESTING THINGS FOR THE CHILDFISHREN,. SUCH AS. GRAB-BAGPONDS, AND MANY OTHER
AMUSEMENTS.

Thursday

.

S,

State of New Mexico, County of
Mora. In the District Court
Thereof, Fourth Judicial District.

SeNei

Kelley-Morri-

s,

er

.

m

"

ico.

Paz Valverde,

Register.

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,

at

U. S. LAND OFFICE

NOTICE is hereby given that
Jeff McKee, of David Hading Co.

New Mexico who, on January 5th
1921, made Addl Homestead
Application No. 027444, for NE
V: Section 1, Township 17 JN.,
Range 30 E, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 6th day of December 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Dell Keanio Quallina Frank
Weir, Oscar McKee, Howard An
derson all of David, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

PUBLICATION.

Department of the interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE

at Clay

ton. New Merico.

I

October 25, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that
Chai'les Waldron of Mosquero
Harding Co, New Mexico; who
on July 19th., 1921 made addl.
Homestead Application No. 027
562 for Lot 1, 2,
SeU-NeVNe-

Section

Vi

Sec. 3 &

'eV4-Si2-Se- i4

10

NVfc-N-

lownship

1

e
JN

P. Meridian,
intention to

Range 29 E., N. M.
has filed notie of
make Final Three'
to establish claim

the defendant, Rtta

Kelley-Morri-

s,.

personally, and from the
defendants, Ralph E. Kelley and
Lillian F. Kelley, as heirs of
James R. Kelley, but not otherwise, the sum of One Thousand
rs
Two Hundred and
and no cents, debt, One Hundred
Twenty-fiv- e
Dollars and no cents
attorney's fees, and Thirty-fiv- e
Dollars and Thirty cents, costs
the costs having been taxed by
the clerk, amounting in all to
One Thousand
Four Hundred
en Dollars and Thirty Cents,
with interest from date of decree at the rate of ten per centum, for which sum a judgment
was hendered in favor of 'the
plaintitt and against the defendperson
ant, Retta
ally, and against the defendants,
Ralph E. Kelley and Lillian F.
ielley, as heirs of James R. Kel- ey, but not otherwise, and it
was by said decree further or
dered, adjudged and decreed that
the defendants, Ralph E. Kelley,
illian F. Kelley. a minor, Retta
A. Waldo Morris,
Mrs. J. L. Keiley-Kl- of
fer and
rank Webb, trustee, and each
of them, be foreclosed of all
right, title, interest and claim
m and to the real property here
inafter described, and that said
real property, or so much there
of as might be necessary, be sold
by the undersigned, sheriff of
Harding County, who was ap- pointed special master to make,
said sale, to satisfy the amount
of money mentioned in the de
cree, togther with interest, costs
to accrue. '
Notice is therefore hereby giv
en by the undersigned. Geo. B.
Fifty-Dolla-

Clay

v
ton, New" Mexico.
Octoler 31, 1921.

NOTICE FOR

from,

Kelley-Morri-

s,

Kelley-Morri- s,

Year Proof, Spivey, bhenti of Harding Coun
to the land ty, special master, that on Friabove desribed. before F. H. day, the 23rd day of December,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at 1921, at the hour of ten o'clock
his offie at Roy, New Mexico, on in the forenoon of that day, at
the 15th day of Deember, 1921 the front door of the building
Claimant names as witnesses : used as the court house of HardElmer McDaniel, Charles Pryor, ing County (formerly the Kress
.
tt
ir
Fred Tinker, and W. H.Long, all i i j :
County, New Mexico said special
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
master will, for the purpose
Register, herein mentioned, offer for sale
fifty similar highway across the
and sell at public vendue to the
Coining "THE CURSE OF EVE" country
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION highest and
north and south.
best bidder for cash,
Roy Theatre, 29th & 30th.
Thirty billion dollars would
in accordance with the above
Department of the Interior.
build and essqqqqqqqqqqwaO m
mentioned decree, the following
NOTICE TO HUNTERS
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay described real property,
build and equipt a college in each
or so
Hunting or otherwise
of the states and in Hawaii and ton. New Mexico.
may
much
as
ben
thereof
on my premises at
October 31, 1921
the Philippines at a cost of $200,
said real property is
Lakes is strictly prohibited 000.000 each and leave twenty
NOTICE is hereby given tha
lying
situated,
and being in
and will not be tolerated in the billion with which to erect and William F. Smith, of Roy Hard
County,
Harding
New Mexico,
future.' The danger from prai- equip a hundred thousand high ing Co., New Mexico, who on and more particularly
described
unallow
Addl,
great
to
too
is
rie fires
January 6th., 1920, made
schools at $200,000 each.
follows
as
scrupulous hunters any privil
Thirty billion dollars would ac- Homestead Application, No. 027
The Northwest Quarter and
eges.
complish anything that could.be 415 for Lots, 2 and 3 Section 4 the North Half of the Northeast
N,
Range
Township
N,
E.
25
F. A. Roy
20
devised by the most ardent adQuarter of Section Thirty-Threvocate of public improvements, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice and the North Half of the North
Wnntpd tn huv: Youner Turk so
far as money could attain the of intention to make Final Three west Quarter of Sestion Thirty-foueys and eggsi will pay the high- end.
Year Proof, to establish claim to
Township. Nineteen, Range
est market price, see or write, When the American people con the land above described, before Twenty-siEast of the New
Geo. Lucas, Route A,
S.
template what might have been F. H. Foster, U. Commissioner Mexico Principle Meridian.
done with the amount of money at his office at Roy, New Mexico
That the total amount due on
FOR SALE 3 corner lots on we have just spent on war, they on the 6th, day of December 19
said decree on the date of sale
Roy.
Bargain.
For
in
street
best
will stop at nothing short of 21.
with interest to date of sale will
information see F. S. Strictland, yielding their national honor and
Claimant names as witnesses be One
Thousand Four Hundred
Roy
&
Olver,
care of Roberts
G. G. Leach, Homer Holmes Eighty-on- e
safety in the effort to secure the
Dollars and no cents
Welch
Harry
New Mexico.
and
Lyon
Marvin
assurance of permanent peace.
together
with
costs of sale.
The League of Nations was all of Roy, New Mexico.
Dated,
this
14th day of Nov.
Paz Valverde,
Roy Commercial Club. Why proposed as an assurance of
1921.
Register.
sleepeth thou? Wake up. Roy peace, but believing that it was
Geo. B. Spivey, Sheriff of Hardneeds you and they are expecting a supreme sacrmce oi nauonai
ing County, Special Master.
of
Miss Etna Floersheim
something of you.
independance on the one hand,
W. II. Holly, Plaintiffs Attorney
and a source of war on the other Springer, spent Saturday and Springer, New Mexico.
,
FOR SALE Span of good the voters of America rejected Sunday with Roy relatives.
,.
will
work horses, well broke,
it by an overwhelming vote at
Frank Hickle orders his paper
weigh 2800 lbs.; also an extra the noils. They turned over to
to Grove, Illinois. Frank FOR SALE One good, 1921
sent
ot
League
opponents
of
the
good set of heavy work harness the
east a few days ago but he model Touring Ford. "A bargain"
went
Nations the power to speak for
and a practically brand new this nation m an effort to pro-- ! did not state his definite purpose t or information, seel1 . . brrick-lancare of ... Roberts & Olver,
three and one fourth inch wagon. mote world peace and world dis but when he returns, you may
New Mexico
Roy,
cook
to
have
a
need
not
Frank
for
look
I
sell
do
a3
Priced to
armament, and with that power
home.
lonely
ranch
i
his
for
responsibility.
of
goes a measure
them.
NOTICE.
its
and
States
The
United.
HALIC M. WARNER. Route "A'
3 corner lots on
FOR SALE
I am now ready to do your
Roy. N. M spokesmen cannot alone secure
Roy.
Bargain.
For
in
street
husking and shredding, also
corn
armbest
of
limitation
or
peace
world
ament. Neither can this nation information see F. S. Strictland, corn shelling. Those having
BAUM BROS
bu held responsible for failure care of Roberts & Olver, Roy, work to do in this line let me
know by mail or see me at the
At the old stand with a full line of the present conference, unless New Mexico.
"
remachine shop.
our
by
pursued
course
the
of:
V. II. ANDERSON.
the American
SELF OILING WINDMILLS, presentatives shall be such as to tary preparedness,
repwilling
people
are
their
that
just
agreement
without
prevent
PUMPS AND CASING. EMER
resentatives shall- go to the ut
SON; OLIVER AND JOHN cause.
most extent consistent with hon- - j Don't forget the Bazaar and
in
cost
war.
of
Countinz the
DEERE LINE OF IMPLEME
or and safety in the effort, tó' Thanksyivifig dirmér &t Solano
'suffering.
well
lo3s
of
as
life
and
AND
DRILLS
GRAIN
1NTS.
tmaVe
the conference a completa eext ..Thursday. Everybody in-burENGrNE&Jns in money, and feehnefche
5--

a splendid place to get worth
while Xmas presenta for the family and friend;-- .
REFRESHMENTS SERVED THROUGHOUT
BOTH DAYS.
This will be

OF FORECLOSURE
SALE

NOTICE

American National Company, a
Corporation. Plaintiff, vs. Ralph-E-.
Kelley, Lillian F. Kelly, a miA.
nor, Retta
Waldo Morris, Mrs. J. L. Kelley-Kloffand Frank Webb Trustee
"
E
Defendants.
In the above entitled which
was an action by the above named plaintiff against the above
named defendants' to foreclose a
trust deed against the real
property hereinafter described a
decree dated the 22d day of June
1921, was on said date rendered
against the above named defendico, Victoriana S. Quintana,
Casados, and Marcelano ants, by which decree there was
Padilla, all of Gallegos, New Mex adjudged and decreed to be due

.

FOR SALE: 320 acres of good
farming land. 90 acres broke, WHAT
BILLION
THIRTY
with well. hous and other imWILL DO
provements. 7 miles N.E of Roy
will sell at a bargain, terms, adWashington, Nov. 15 If limitation of armaments can check
dress 6ox 122, Roy, N .Mex.
war or reduce the danger of war,
or reduce the expense of miliDRAYING
NOTICE
tary preparedness, it will be well
worth while, even if it does not
I have decided to put' on two accomplish all
that might be
trucks on the City Dray within hoped for it. Aside
from their
will
be
the next few days and
safety,
and
own
honor
national
able to handle all of your haul- there is scarcely anything the
ing, draying etc. Will also be people
of this nation want more
able to do some wheat hauling
want relief from tax
they
than
and long distance trips. When burdens and
the destructiveness
in need of any of this line of
of war.
phone
call
or
done,
work to be
Counting the cost in money
me.
only, the European War cost the
Frank J. Seidel.
$30,- Manager City Dray. United States more than
000,000,000
a hundred times as
much as the cost of building the
FOR SALE OR TRADE One Panama Canal, considered in its
Terva Cream Separator, one time one of the greatest underQuick Meal Gasoline Range, one takings the United States niight
8 gal. coffee urn. See Gray at assume.
Depot.
What would not thirty billion
pd.
dollars do?
Thirty billion dollars would
FOR SALE Two teams, medi- buy all the railroads of the Unitum size mules ; each team three ed States free from debt, and
and four yars old and full broth- leave ten billion dollars for beters. Almost alike; well broke. terments.'
Thirtv billion dollars would
Will sell very cheap and on easy
build
600,000 miles of the best
buyer.
to
the
suit
terms
highway, at a cost of $50,000 per
Write or see L. N. DeWeese,
mile highway enough to lay
Mosquero, New Mexico.
fifty national highways across
2.
the country east and west, and

CATHOLIC LADIES BAZAAR

On

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
D i artment of the Interior,
U; S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.
October 31, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Delfino S. Quintana, of Gallegos,
New Mexico, who, on April 13,
1918 made Addl. Homestead Entry, Ne. 024775, for NE& SE4
of Sec.
NiNeU and
20, Township 17 N. Range 31 E.
N .M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before A. A. Wynne , U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Mos- luero, New Mexico, on the ah
day of December. 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Jeff McKee of David, New Mex

.

Admission Free
EVERYBODY INVITED

WINTER TIME
the proper time to have that car looked
after; valves ground, new rings placed, crank
shaft traed, or magneto adjusted on your FORD
so as to assure easy starting on these cool mor-

e.

r,

are prepared to do any and all of
these things for you and can do them right.
Many years experience in automobil work; and
. ,
can repair any make of car.
We

x,

ÜLCANIZING & CRANK SHAFT GRINDING OUR
SPECIALTIES. FULL LINE OF MOTOR OILS
AND AUTO ACCESSORIES.
COMPLETE LINE OF FORD PARTS

AIR

SERVICE GARAGE

'

Raymond Pendleton, Mgr..
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nings.

FREE
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E. F. HENRY
COMTRJICTOJkl
Cement, Stuc;o and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
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THE

SUFFERED SEVEN
SI'íltlAI,

LONG YEARS

SRUVICE aecure-U
you mention thi puprr when writing
firms below.
KU.HH

I.KAM( ANI
Grund Dry Cleaning

rrrT
626

DVKINti
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attention

to mall
KODAK FINISHING.;

a tro

KAKTMAN

Cnun.
KODAK. COMPANY.
Dmvir matt MiUrlili
Penrér;-ajólorado-

Pre-W- nr

.

THE SPRAY COFFEE
SPICE
Slat and Market Sis., Deneer, Colo.

parlous.

Hroa. Army and Navy Store

trtryUilnj In army oodi ind cunp quipnent.
Free catalog from nearest itora.
1637 Arapahoe 81.. Uemer, Colo. Union Aft.. ruebls. Col.
1617 Capitol Aw., fluyen. Wyo.

FI.OWF.IIS.
KI.OWKKS

KOU ALL
OCCASIONS.
Co.. 1643 Broadway.
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.

Park Floral
HOHM-ALLF.-

N

Mfif. and Repairing.

attended to.

Et.

JEWELRY CO.
All orders promptly
1879. 16th & Champa

PLEATING AND BUTTONS,

THE
NEW YORK PLEATING CO.
For best pleatlnf,
and button holes.

Write

RaventWooH. W. Va. "Pnr
U r.
years I suffered from a female trouble
ana innammation so
that I was not able

avi

to do my housework.
I consulted several

doctors but none

post-

KVEI.A.SHES
and all kind - of hair
SoodB. Askinpr for will bring- answer.
Hair Store, 410 16th St.. Denver.
AHMY tiOODS.

Andrraon

Vegetable Compound

Pricea on Coffee

$1.00' for 3'paund simple,

UEAtTY

.finally Relieved by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

orders.

Sixteenth Street,
COFFEE AND SPICES.
StuA
paid.
CO.,

beuntltcbini, cotered buttons
for free catalog.
1923 Stout, Denver.

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.

seemed to trive ma
relief. I read in a
naner about I.vriin
E. Pinkham's Vege- taoie iompouna so
.
I decided to try it,
and before the first
bottle waa gone I
fniinn twaaf
m
I continued 11 ulnar it.T until T A
ftrht
Knw
hnttlAa.
am
unJ
w wll
a
ncu cum
oi toij
can do my own housework.
I can gladly
recommend ijyaia iu. ruuenam a medicine
to Buffering women." Mrs. Bertha
Luring, R. F. D., Ravenswood,W. Va.
The ordinary day of most housewives
, .
3 111
ta- a- ccaaeiese treaamui
oi wasning,
cooking, cleaning, mending, weeping,
duatimr and carino for littlst tma Haw
much harder the taska when some de
rangement of the system causes headaches, backaches, bearing-dow-n
pains
and nervousness. Every such woman
should profit by Mrs. Liering's experience. Remember this, for over forty
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Íears
has been restoring health.

W
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BETTER
DEAD

'

Seize Wine In New York. New Yory. Wine supposedly manufactured for sacramental purposes and
valued at more than $50,000 was seized when fourteen federal prohibition
agents descended upon a winery in
East Third street, confiscating 5,556
barrels of the fermented liquor.
To Investigate K. K. K."
Ashevllle, N. C An investigation of
of the Ku Klux Klan
the activities
'
here was ordered by Judge S. E.
Brock, who charged the Superior Court
grand Jury to conduct an inquiry and
return true bills of indictment against
persons found to have usurped powers
of the courts contrary to law.
-

Lithuanian Plans Fail.
Warsaw. Gen.'. Joseph - TllsudskI,
president of Poland has resigned. His"
action was based on the rejection by
the ministers of the plan for the creation of a middle Lithuanian state;
they Insisted upon the incorporation
of Vilna in the Polish state. His resignation was not accepted and the ministers are seeking a compromise.
'

Looking Over Alien Property.
.Washington. Alien Property Custodian Miller, after a conference with
'
President Harding, announced his de- parture on a tour of Inspection of
alien property on the Pacific coast.
The trip will complete surveys' of all
properties seized during the' war and
now held by the government and Is understood to be a step toward formulation of a definite policy regarding such
holdings and disposition of same.

Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

COLD MEDAL

fhe National Remedy of Holland for over
200 yeara; it is an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the nam Cold Modal on every bom
and accept Be ImitatJoa
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They're Coming Home

Woman Leader Caught.
New York. Mrs. Eugene O'Rourke,
accused with Miss Helen Small of leading a' ring of whisky permit counter-felterattempted to escape from custody as Federal Prohibition Agent
Dobbs was taking her to court for arraignment. Mrs. O'Rourke,
while
speaking to Dobbs as they walked
down the steps at the Twenty-eightstreet subway station, suddenly landed
a heavy uppercut to his jaw. He staggered, and before he had recovered
she lunged at him so that he fell down
the steps. He caught at herr and she
tumbled down the steps with him.

st

To Pay U. S. $250,000,000 Yearly.
London. An arrangement has been
made to begin paying the Interest on
the debt owed by Great Britain to the

United Stafes at the rate of 50,000,000
"
yearly, It was announced in the House
of Commons by Sir Itobprt Home, the
chancellor of the exchequer.
Warned Against "Bootleg."
Washington. 'Prohibition Commissioner Hiiyius, In a statement, warned
the public against the dangers of
drinking "bootleg beverages." Less
than 2 per cent of the liquor analyzed
by chemists of the prohibition unit, he
said, has been found fit to drink since
the cutting down of withdrawal permits hite cut off the supply of bonded
liquors. Whisky and gin made from
wood alcohol by bootleggers, he said, is
practically certain to result in blindness and death.

Look for Name "Bayer" on Tablets,
men you Need Never
Worry.
To get genuine "Bayer Tablets of
.aspirin- - you must look: for the safety
"Bayer Cross" on each package and on
each tablet.
The "Bayer Cross" means true, world- famous Aspirin, prescribed by physicians for over twenty-on- e
years, and
proved safe by millions for Colds. Head.
ache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia,
Lumbago, Neuritis, and for Pain in
general. Proper and safe directions
are in each unbroken "Bayer" package.
Advertisement.
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It often seems strange, even yet, to
be sitting
With no one but John through the
evenings long,
And I listen at timet for the quick,
eager flitting
Of footsteps o'erhead or for
snatches of tong.
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While

the children were little our
work wat much harder.
'Twas often an almost impossible
task
To pay all the hills and keep f ood in
Spud Murphy's Girl.
the larder,
Spud Murphy says: "I don't mind
To watch tbem and answer what'
that girl of mine be'n' stuck on her
e'er they might atk.
folks, but I'm darned If . I know why
she thinks that every time I call it's Still 1 oftentimes think, though I've
up to her to bust out the family album."
grown to much older
The Leatherneck.
And more nearly disabled than ever
before,
That ail of the cares I would willing
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP
ly shoulder
Allays Irritation, Soothes and Heals If they wore all with ut and children
once more.
Throat and Lung Inflammation.
The almost constant Irritation of a And every year at It drawt toward
cough keeps the delicate mucous mem
Thanksgiving
brane of the throat and lungs in a con
We make them all promise to visit
gested condition, which Boschee's Syrup
ut here,
gently and quickly soothes and heals. And I tometimet tell John there'd be
For this reason it has been a favorite
more joy in living.
household remedy for colds, coughs,
For me, if Thanksgiving came four
bronchitis- - and especially for lung
times a year.
troubles in millions of homes all over
the world for the last fifty-fiv- e
years, I'll begin preparations next week to
enabling the patient to obtain a good
receive them,
And, though they've all grown to
night's rest, free from coughing, with
be women and men
easy expectoration In the morning.
You can buy Boschee's Syrup wherever And have hornet of their own, too, I'll
almost believe them medicines are sold. Advertisement
To be just my own little children
Time-Kep- t
by Standard Clocks.'
...again..
The time of the whole of the United
States east of the Rockies Is regulated I am going to have the best dinner
by three standard clocks kept in an
we ever
underground vault at the nayal obser
Yet had in the family Thanksgiv
vatory In Washington. These clocks
ing dayr
are wound by electricity, and their And I know it is well, too, for maybe
beats
are transmitted electrically
we never
throughout the observatory; the vault
Will all get together again in thit
Is never entered except In cases of
way.
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flavored sutar.
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emergency.

John tayt I am foolish and that
Cutlcura for Sore Hands.
. 'twould be better
To have 'just a. plain dinner, with'
Soak hands on retiring In the hot suds
out frills or "pies.
of "Cutícula .Soap, dry and rub In Cu
tlcura Ointment."; Uemove surplus But I tell you last night eviten' he
read Ethel's letter
Ointment wjth tissue paper.1 This Js
I noticed that he, too, had tears in
only one of the things Cutlcura will do
hit' eyes.
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
Copyright, 1821,
r
Union.
for all toilet purposes. Advertisement.
With Anticipatory Joys.

his wife at breakfast about the way
the eggs were cooked.
Tm tired of this sort of thing," he
declared. "From here I go to the
river."

Dogs

Tralmfetsiti.Bark.

The dingo, or wild dog ofslíraTIii;
neither barks nor growls In Its wild
state, out-- learns to do both when
tamed and plared among domestic
dogs. The Australian "Kelpies, the most
prized of cattle dogs, which jcpntaln
a 'strain of dingo blood, are traluFd
never to bark
.

Sureielief
FOR HlDlGESTIOn
I

l.

First "Weather Man."
An Englishman, Francis Galton, was
the first real weather man. Galton
was a cousin of Charles Darwin. He
was born in England In 1824. Whether
he was really able to forecast rain
and sunshine with more accuracy than
his successors is an open question ;
but it Is certain that he was the first
to attempt the charting, on a large
scale, of the progress of the elements
of weather. The methods devised by
him, In modified form, are used to this

The Flavorlasts
If the racket of the fire engine never
loses Its thrill, you're young.

So he did.
He loafed around the river front,
kidded the boatmen, and even accepted
a little guaranteed hootch.
It was very late when he wended
his way Tiomeward.
Then he had words with his wife
about some alleged pork chops he
found on the supper table. Louisville
Courier-Journa-
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Hot water
Sure Relief
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PETROLEUM JELLY

For sores, broken
blisters, burns, cuts
and all skin irri-

tations.

--

5

Also famiimerable
toilet uses.
EFFUSE SUBSTITUTES

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
RECKLES

ñ

Vaseline

gWmM$ cnrsixrciFcn
State Street

Pianos are to be taxed In Paris at
rate of 30 francs for an upright and
GO

francs for a grand.

UONaOUDATIU)

mo. ca
sVewYork

The earth's envelope of air Is now
estimated to extend for 300 milei
above It.

t Wastern Newspap a Jnloa
Here we have a proud little miss
with the Thanksgiving dinner in her
arms.

Why guess about it
When you can know about it?

HAPPINESS

''This way there's a safe and pleasant
.dad to your destination, with no risks or
troubles on the way," and

i

"That way there's a road that a good
many have stalled on and turned back
from, but you may get through."
Which would you take?,

'

Pos turn is a thoroughly agreeable and
satisfying meal-tim- e
drink, and you're
sure that it's perfectly safe for health.
Coffee contains drug qualities which disturb and harm the health of many.
Pos turn or coffee?

Which road?
Why guess when you can know?
Potra m comes in two forms: Instant Postam (in tint)
made inttantly In the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Poetnm Cereal (In packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
mad by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold by all grocers.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

MUST BE SHARED

Thanksglvbg the Most Appropriate of
All Times to Remember the
Poor and Unfortunate.

Suppose a guide said

h

Both the prisoner and her guard received severe lacerations and contusions.
Dobbs recaptured her at the
foot of the stairway.

Since the children have gone into
hornet of their own.
The house seemt deserted, for John
and I only
Are left in it now, and we live all
alone.

DON'T FEAR ASPIRIN
IF IT IS GENUINE

Daily Short Story. ""'"

There Was No Replfl,
Robert Perry, age six, Is the son
of ' Paul Perry, of Greensburg, Like
all boys of school age, he Is of an
Inquisitive turn of mind, and frequently asks questions of his father which
bring only a grunt in reply.
At dinner the other evening Rob
ert was eating steak.
"Papa, what Is steak? Where does
it come from?"
That was an easy one for papa,
and he promptly responded :
"From cows, son."
But he was not prepared for the

(fe

By JOHN E. DOLSEN.
Tit years are so long now and dreary
and lonely

Western-Newspape-

tmtn mi rfsuuue.
a. snu. cokpaxt. Dtntoir

Wills Property to Dead Husband.
New York. The will of Mrs. Sarah
Josephine Wyckoff Bent, 74 years old,
who died a month ago, known to many next one:
neighbors as "the Hetty Green of the
"From our two cows, papa?"
Bronx," was offered for probate to SurIndianapolis News.
rogate Schulz of Bronx county. It revealed that her holdings amounted to
Make Your Own Opportunities.
about $3,000,000. An even greater surWhen you feel the fancied greater
prise was disclosed by the will.' The opportunities of
other fields tugging
document was made In 1873, when she at your sleeve just hold a
short comwas the wife of Albert Wyckoff.
munion with yourself and remember
Apart from a few minor bequests it that It's the man
and not the line which
left all of her property to Wyckoff. achieves success. You will then deHe died In 1809. There was no codicil
cide that there Is nothing better than
naming her Inter husband, Thomas C. the work you are doing and
that you
Bent, who survives her, nor could any
make your own opportunities by the
other will be found. Bent and his wife spirit
jou put into your task every
apparently lived happily together un
day of the year. Selected.
til her death last month. ,

U. S.

Cynlcl
The principal trouble with matri
mony Is that you can't marry a girl
and still want to sit alone with her
In the dark.

d

I

Prompt

SPANISH-AMERICA-

.

It is one of the laws of life that we
cannot truly enjoy anything from
: Never say "Aspirin" vithout saying "Bayer."
which our brother Is excluded. We do
not know how much of this sharinor is
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
going on. But this Thanksgiving as
you are not getting, genuine Aspirin prescribed by
we gatner about our board to enjoy
one of the descendants of those 40.
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by milions
for
pound "turkles, which sallied gafly
past tne aoares" it will warm our
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
hearts to remember only this one InToothache
Neuralgia
Neuritis
stance which will be' taking place,
as usual, this year. The scene of It
Earache
Lumbago
Pain, Pain
Is In a famous street In the heart nt
New York's underworld.
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper
Outside the
directions.
grent building early In the forenoon
.Handy tin boxee of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All druaritU
the Une begins to form until bv mid.
day It Is thousands long, and when the
uoors are tmaiiy thrown open, each
man takes his tray and is served
with roast turkey, mashed potato,
cranberry sauce and mince pie and
Fascia tiaglr Frasnat
coffee In exchange for a nickel I Thn
down and outer, the victim of adver.
slty whoever comes Is ' fed. The
end
Seas 25c, OkttMBt 25 saal SOe, Talca 25c
room, big as It Is, will not accommodate them all but one crowd rapidly
Ntiht mnA Morning.
gives place to another, and so all are
Hmm Strong, H.althy
taken care of. This happens every
they Tircltch,
year because there Is one man of
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
KesKTy for Use
Better Than Trapa
wealth whose heart is filled with
Directions la Is lanfufea la erarf box. '
Vhtis CVrC Irritated, Inflamed or Bats, Mice,
Thanksgiving.
Granulated,useMurine
This Is only one In.
IUUk
Ooekroaebss, Ants ami Wsurtmn
food ao4 property as are) earriere of
stance. You will know of others. So often. Soothe. Refreshes. Safe for eMtror
dleeua. Steams' titctrt FtHtt forme tbees sesta
from
raa
to
tha bslldlnf for water ana f ma ala
Druggists.
or
Infant
Write
all
At
Adult
for
let us all rejoice and give thanks fot
Moan4U.tt. "Moas? keek It It faUsV
Free Eye Book. KtitMeriIst'rCt..CUai
U. 8. Ooverasnent bays It.
the spirit which Is within us.

Cuticura Talcum EASY TO KILL

Always Healthful

V7IWDNF

'
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LiLJ

RATS

3

MICE

v ri.i.cu STEARNS'
ELECTRIC PASTE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1921.'
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Ben HoskinSjand famliy ;of
Dawson were visiting relatives
east of Roy this week.

STOP LOOK LISTEN

For the common everyday ills
of mankind there is nothing to
equal Tanlac.
"

JUST RECEIVED

Fainiew

THE

PUBLIC SALE

SPANISH-AMERIC-

AN

Account of old age 1 am comPublished By
.'
pelled to quit fanning, therefore
THE
PRINTING COMPANY ,
I will offer at Public auction at
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
my farm 9 miles northeast of Ab Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
bott, and 1 mile east and 12 2
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
miles north of Mills on
WEDNESDAY NOV. 23, 1921
Sale to begin promptly at 10 Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
o'clock A. M. the following propRegistered August 27, 1912.
;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N
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F Sickles travling salesman
for the Moline Impliment Co.,
was looking after his trade m erty
30 HEAD OF CATTLE 30
Roy Wednesday.
- The Conference on the Limi- Dr. Breaker who has been
7 GOOD STOCK COWS WITH
called
by
tations'oi
Armament
connected
with the Plumlee
CAL
ES
G. W. Reherd, one of our paHarding', met in its pital the past several months has
COWS
MILK
4
GOOD
GRADE
triotic American Legion Boy's,
ONE GOOD first conference Saturday. Nov, sold his interest to Dr. Plumlee
was in Roy from Mills the first WITH CALES.
met in 'and he and his family moved to
COW
SOON. .1 12th. The Conference
MILK
FRESH
of the week.
i
- Silvertown, Texas last Sunday
d
Memon
Daughof
the
the
OLD COW. 3 TWO YEAR OLD
American
the
Revolution,
tersof
and at which place he will open
Dolly BrWn is reported quite STEERS. .3 ONE YEAR OLD tne hi.atesjvien ana
diplomats or , an oiiice and hospital. Dr.
STEERS.
sick at her home in the north
NOT SOLD BEFORE five great powers and the repre- -' Breaker and family made many
part of town with a serious atsentatives of four more gather-- j friends while in Roy who "are
DATE OF SALE).
tack of appendicitis.
od about the table to organize sorry to see them make this
7 HEAD OF HORSES 7
.(
they. move but Roy's loss will be the
1 BAY MARE 11 YEARS the way through' which
W. II. McCarger J. W. Thomphope to remove causes whicn 'gain of Silvertown. Of course
son End Leonard Wood were OLD, WT. 1200 LBS.; 1 BROWN might lead to war and then as a
the S. A. will keep him informed
7
MARE
YEARS OLD WT.
Lusinss''" visitors in Las (Vegas
consequence remove the econof the Roy happenings in the in
1
1100
LBS.;
BROWN
HORSE,
Saturday.
SMOOTH
MOUTH, WT. 1400 line burden and waste which the, ture.
1
BAY
LBS.;
HORSE 8 YRS-OL- world suffers in preparation.
Mrs. E. F. Henry, entertained
WT. 1000LBS.; I BLACK
MORA COUNTY CASE IS AFthe O. E. S. Ladies last Tuesday
FIRMED BY SUPREME
aftemoon. A fine time was re MARE 4 YRS OLD, WT 1050 MOSQUERO PAPER MADE
COURT
ported by those present.. A fine LBS; TWO YEARLING COLTS OFFICIAL COUNTY PAPER.;
luncheon was served to the la- HORSE AND FILLY.
1 Poland China sow and 8 pigs
dies by, the hostess during the
The Harding County Develop "Judgment of the District Court
J red sow and two pigs. Thoro- afternoon.
er, formerly the Mills Devellóper' in the Mora County has been af- bred Poland China Boar Shoats;
Mwas made the official County pa- - firmed by the Supreme Court in
i
Grant Campbell of Kentucky 3 fattening hogs. n
yci uy wic vuuuty uuaium VAlil- - uic lane vi'ti. n. jjcici t, íii.j)cict;,
and a cousin of Henry Campbell White Wyandotte and Plymoth missioners last week;
at their vs. F. B. Misner, appellant.
...
of east of town has purchased rock.
wrote the opinion,
The Develloper recent tice Davis
FARM MACHINERY
the A. S. Hoskins farm and Mr.
ly located in Mosquero from Mills whicH is concurred in by Chief
1
Hoskins will probably build in
McCormick ; 1 hay rane ; 1 and we understand was promised Justice Raynolds and Justice
Roy and become a permanent J. D. Lister; 1 two section har- - this high official position if it Parker. The Court's statement
resident of our little city. Mr. row 1 disc plow; 1 cultivator: 1 would locate there afcd be strict- - of fact follows:
and Mrs.Hoskins health is giv2 wagons; 2 sets of ly a Republican papat We con- "This is a suit to recover
ing way and they find it necess- harness. Ten ton Cane hay; 7
them on their vgood mission due appellee for the sale
ary to break away from hard tons millet hay; .3000 lbs. Lund-le- d luck but hope they will never-o- f real estate belonging to the
work of the farm.
cane ; some ear com.
have the difficulty that the Las appellant The appellee alleged
'
yegas Optic is now experiencing, in his complaint, among other
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
AS ADMIN- APPOINTMENT
generally adopted by things, that he was a real estate
1 cook stove. 1 heater, 1 din- The rule
ISTRATRIX
County
the
Board is to give the agent; that he was the procuring
1
ing table dresser two bedsteads
official printing to the paper hav cause of the sale made by the aptwo
springs;
and
rocking
chairs
To' Whom it Shall Concern :
four dining chairs two book ing the largest circulation in the pellant, and that appellant
.You are nereoy notinea on. . cases and other articles too
but this is surely not the pressly promised him a commis-cas- e
the 7th., day of Nov., A. D.
in Harding County. The sion if the sale was made. He
numerous to mention.
1921. 1 the undersigned was,
Roy
having one fifth or claimed a commission of five per
precinct
TERMS:
appointed
Administratrix
12 months time will be given the whole countp population or cent upon the sale price. The
of the Estate of C. C. Belknap without interest if paid when
due more, does not have, probably, answer denied these allegations.
deceased; that all persons
if not paid when due, to draw 10 more than 12 or 15 readers to the Trial was had to the court with- having claims against said
out a jury. The court made
ter cent interest from date. 10 Official paper.
Estate are required to predefinite findings in favor of the
per cent discount for cash on all
sent same to me within the
sums over $10.00. All sums of Sheriff Spivey of the County appellee, and rendered judgment
by law.
time
from which this appel is proscut-e$10.00 and under, cash in hand.
was in Roy on business
Seat
Henrietta M. Belknap,
Purchaser to give bankable note
Administratrix. or approved security,
"Judgment of the court below
no proper- Wednesday afternoon.
affirmed."
Dated this 15th day of Nov. 1921 ty to l)e removed hntil settled
'
for.
W. B. Nprdenstedt of Kep-- ,
Tanlac is purely vegetable and
THE MEMBERS of the
W. S. KNEDI EK. Owner hart a new arrival on the ñiesa
Legion wish to thank GEO. F. COCHRANE, Auction- - was in Roy on business Tuesday, i; made from the most benficia!
roots, herbs and barks known to
the Ladies who thro their untir- neer. H. BROCKMAN, Clerk!
science. Fairview Pharmacy.
ing efforts contributed so much Free lunch at noon bring your
,
.
J.ur. ana ivirs. uesmei oi iay- to the success of our social last drinking cup.
r
lor Springs fattened the Hei- .
Tuesday evening.
If you are looking for barsuch
expect
to
have
other
We
nuptials last
R. L. Mc Cown of near Las mann-Bakgains,
don't fail to attend the W.
events and hope that you will
wás a business visitor in nesday.. While in Roy they G. Knedler sale north tif Roy,
come with the same spirit, Roy on Monday last.
made a pleasent call on the S. A. Wed. Nov, 23rd.
to-w- it:

30 Men's all wool Suits
15 Boy's all wool Suits
15 Odd Coats
Wool B'ankets and Fine Qualitey Dress or Apron Checked Gingham.
,

GROCERIES GROCERIES

M.-il-

We have plenty of Sugar and still selling at .$7.55.
Gallon can of Apricots, Peaches, Blackberries. Canned
Vegetables, such as Cora, Peas, Tomatoes, String Beans,
Saur Kraut, etc.
Coffee, the best you" can find any where and we are
making you special prices J. S. B. in one pound tin $0.42
J. S. B. in 5 Pound Milk Can
$2.25

(

uimmember our sale is not going to líst Jiiuch longer, so
d take advantage of the smashing Prices on

EVERYTHING.
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Let's go!
SHAY A
COM.PANY

R. P.

Jus-meetin-

g.

.

I

,

Go-Dev- il;

$15,000

Dated, this 16th day of Novem
bcr, 192L
Frank L. Schultz.
Clerk,

MUNICIPAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE VILLAGE
, OF ROY, 6 PER CENT
' SCHOOL BONDS
.
,

t

'

Jm

I

EIGHTH GRADE

'

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That the undersigned,
Frank L. Schultz, clerk of the
Board of Education of the il- lage of Roy, of the Stat; of New
Mexico, will on Monday, the 19th
day of December, 1921, v.t the
hour of four o'clock in the uíar
noon of said day, at the office
of the
in Roy
Harding County, New Mexico,
offer for sale and sell at public
auction to the highest and best
Diauer ior casn $io,uuu scnooi
bonds of the municipal school
district of the Village of Roy, of
the State of New Mexico, bearing
six per centum interest, per an- -

ITEMS

Our items nave not appeared
the taper tor a tew weeks,
But hove we go again.
Louis Waters is back in school
rgain, after a few days of illness,
Fay Wilkinson was absent'
Monday on account of illness.
The Basket Ball game between
the 8th grade and High School,
was a good game, but the High
School lost out in the last half
and made the score
2
in fa- vor oi me cm grccie.
The First '''ik.M; Ball of the
girls ?Iiih School .nd Eighth,
Grade, will h.v a match game
with Springer in a few days,
'
There are no reports of Scar-sai- d
payable
njirn,
bonds being of the denomi- -' let Fever from the Eighth Grade
nations of $500.00 each, dated, so far. '
We are progressing nicoly.
January 1, 1922, due January 1
1952, redeemable at the option 'Come and visit us.'
of the iioard of Education at any
lime after ten years from date.
Mr. McNeil of Yatesville was
Said bonds shall not be sold for a pleasent caller on the S. A.
cents Ion Monday and left a fine order for
loss than ninety-fiv- e
the dollar and accrued interest. job work. He tells us that F. E- Principal and interest shall be Lundquist a new arrival on the
payable at a banking house in rresa is assisting him in the
y
New York City or at the office store
of the Treasurer of said Board
Spanish-America-
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Get your tickets for the Ly-ceum course on sale at tne
stores' and Wlth scho1 chlldrenIf you don't get a season ticket,
get a single admission for the
Serenadors Glee Club, Tuesday
eyenmg.

J

rimrvciii

;

I

Wed-Veg-

.

.71
ZZ'v.l
.

co,

I

.

:

Six Weeks Ago

j

Fa i rv i e w

Phar m a c y

The Koy Drug Store

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medfcones, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigar3 and Tobaccos
Okeh Record.-?- Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
,

Through this ame space we
asked "All whose account was
past due to please pay"
We must either make collections or quit. We have decided not to quit. This applies

to YOU if your account

is

past

due, 30 days.
UP

TO-DAT-

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
All

the Popular Drinks and Ic3. Hot Drinks in season.

News stand,

All the Latest Magazines and Daily Papers.

ESTABLISHED 1908

Dr.M..Gibbs
.

(Propriety

f

ate

ty,

tvtf tt(UOltlWll ;111 ItUV.
.
.
ATICA- "'at the option of the holders,
M looks very much like snow.
IMS nui be received tor the
but let her come, we have dogs
"us
whole or any part ot said bonds
can catch anyth ng.
"V"' horses,
7" ."""'
st cattie,
hogs that
amRhc undersigned reserves the, A"
riglit to reject any and all bids. lumcKens. íarm macninery ana
iiavc ,
r
The lKinds shall be sold for cash, household goods to offer at pub- -'
ten per centum to be paid at the :
Are a constülminder of the
time the bid is accepted and the
fact
that heavy winter Suits and
Abbott:
balance on the delivery of the of
luveicuaus suuuiu ue sem. to us
bonds. Bids must be uncondifor a thorough brightening up
Banish that awful insomnia and a srood steam Dressing.
tional. If a bidder desires to
send a bid by mail, he vnmt trans that worries you every night, j We completely sterilize th
.mil with the bid a certified check Let your sleep be restful and re- - goods and if fact give a fresh,
for ten per centum of the a-- freshing. Tanlac does it. Fair- -' clean appearance to the garment
raoont of the bid.
view Pharmacy.
THE CITY TAILORS.
ML

com-gratul-

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

